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During the day, A Likely Story may look like any other used bookstore.  But at night, it’s a place 
where magic happens.That’s when the characters insidethe books come alive.  Six of those characters — 
Dorothy Gale, Robin Hood, Pollyanna, Sherlock Holmes, Heidi, and Tom Sawyer — long to help Margie, 
the scatterbrained owner, save her struggling store.  But they’re not allowed to leave the building or be 
seen by human eyes.  So when a pair of smugglers comes looking for a stolen necklace hidden inside 
one of the books, the characters are torn.  Should they warn Margie and risk disappearing forever?  Or 
can they find a way to defeat the crooks without being seen?  Featuring additional appearances by such 
beloved literary characters as theQueen of Hearts, Long John Silver, and Doctor Doolittle, this charming 
comedy celebrates the joy of reading in a fresh, fun-filled story (Taken from Pioneer Drama). 

J.P. Case Drama Club gives back! This year the drama club has worked with the PTO to fundraise for 
Barley Sheaf and Robert Hunter’s libraries.  As many of you know, both schools lost a significant amount 
of their libraries’ inventories.  We are hoping to raise money during our performance to help them rebuild 
their collections.  
 
Come on out and help a great cause… 
From 7:00-7:20 pm, audience members can have their pictures taken with their favorite story book 
characters.  There is no charge, but we are asking for donations (you choose the amount).  Dorothy, 
Toto, Long John Silver, Sherlock Holmes, Robin Hood, and many more will be available to take a selfie 
with you! 

 
At intermission, we will be hosting a bake sale.  We will also have water available for sale at this time. All 
treats and water will be $1 each. Book plates will also be available for purchase at this time. Suggested 
donation for a book plate is $5.  

 

Doors open at 7:00- Show starts at 7:30 

Ticket Prices: $10 Adult & $8 students and seniors 

Tickets will be on sale starting 11/12 during all lunch blocks at J.P. Case 

Tickets will also be available at the door on the night of the show.  

Contact: Christine Casterline or Marisa Handren with questions 

ccasterl@frsd.k12.nj.us  or mhandren@frsd.k12.nj.us 
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